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Customer success 
is a never-ending battle.
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Problems.
Can't afford a dedicated team member
No time to do it proactively
Doing nothing at all
Poor adoption & high churn
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Solution: customer 
success automation.
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Communicate 
with the customer

Identify 
the touch point

Trigger Action

Zapier, 
Integromat, 
CRM, native 
integration
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Reminder (e.g. Slack)

Email

In-app noti�cations

Survey tools

Manual

SMS, push, etc.

Trigger Action

Zapier, 
Integromat, 
CRM, native 
integration

Identify 
the touch point
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Recipes: Easy



@userlistNurture & greet 
new demos

New demo 
in Calendly 
or SavvyCal

Send lead to CRM

Send info to support inbox Greet them 
manually

Nurture lead with email 
automation



Zapier Lead 
Score
Helps identify high-value leads and 
customers



@userlistReach out to promising 
accounts

New lead or 
customer 

in CRM

Notify the CS team 
via Slack

Talk to the 
promising account

Zapier Lead
Score > X



@userlistReactivate cancelled 
accounts

New 
cancellation

Send info to CRM

Send info to support inbox Learn why they cancelled, try 
to reactivate

After 2-3 months, send a 
reactivation email



@userlistWebinars

New webinar 
registration

Send lead to CRM 
(after webinar ends)

Zapier Lead Score > X Greet them 
manually

Nurture lead with email 
automation

Use webinar software Send reminders & post-
webinar recording

Send 
reminder in 

Slack



Pre-recorded 
demos
☐

☐

☐

Save time
Capture and nurture leads
Great for introverted customers



@userlistPre-recorded demos

New demo 
signup

Send lead to CRM

Zapier Lead Score > X Greet them 
manually

Nurture lead with email 
automation

Deliver the demo video

Send 
reminder in 

Slack
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Recipes: 
Advanced
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Integrate once, 
no-code forever.
☐

☐

☐

Send behavior data to a CRM like Userlist
Segment users based on data
Trigger automations based on segments



Trialing Users Paying Customers Cancelled Users

Expired Trials

Basic 
Onboarding

Advanced Users

Promote Advanced 
Features

Customer Loyalty 
Campaigns

Cancellation Survey

Free trial model
Reactivate Trials
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Trial Expiring



Free Users Cancelled Users

Basic 
Onboarding

Paying Customers

Promote
Upgrades

Advanced Features
Customer Loyalty

Cancellation Survey

Freemium model
@userlist

Activated Free Users
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User onboarding 
campaign.



Basic Onboarding

Welcome 
message

Your trial expires
tomorrow

Send to 
everyone

Offer help 
for A

Not using 
feature A?

Trial Expiring

Offer help 
for B

Not using 
feature B?

Offer a call

Send to 
everyone

Basic onboarding 
campaign
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Customer loyalty 
campaigns.
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(Nobody does it.)





To give
☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

Review or strategy calls
Advanced training resources
Events
Affiliate terms
Discounts
Swag or gifts
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To ask
☐

☐

☐

Feedback (free-form or surveys)
Referrals
Testimonials
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@userlistAutomate your swag 
process

User joined 
segment

Send an email 
offering swag

CS manager ful�lls 
the order

Fills out a form 
(Google Forms, 

Typeform, Reform)

Orders using a 100% discount



@userlistAutomate surveys

User joined 
segment

User �lls 
out the 
survey

Email link to survey

Show survey in-app 
(e.g. Re�ner)

Ask promoters for 
testimonials, 
referrals, etc

Get in touch with 
high-risk accounts

Send 
results 
back to 

CRM

☐

☐

Keep them always relevant
Act on the results
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Final words.



Don't think that others 
have figured it out.
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Build your 
assets
☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

Help documentation
Blog posts and guides
Worksheets
Videos
Onboarding calls
Workshops and webinars
Custom roadmaps
Concierge onboarding
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Founder 
stories
https://userlist.com/podcast

https://userlist.com/podcast


Join Userlist today and get $500 in credit.
For companies who have raised less than $500k in funding.

Thank you.


